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• Established jointly with the Civil Aviation Authority of

Singapore

• Aims to be a world-leading research centre in aviation

and air traffic management (ATM):

❖ Conduct operational, economic and policy

research in aviation and air traffic management

❖ Provide new insights, perspectives and potential
solutions to challenges faced by the aviation

community

❖ Nurture a community of local and global talents

based in Singapore to promote sustainable aviation
growth for the region

Overview of ASI
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• Aligned to the aim of seamless skies through

defragmentation and digitalisation of ATM to facilitate

the development of safer and more efficient air

travel

• First ATM R&D centre in Singapore that focuses on

operational, economic and policy research to generate

insights for improving and transforming ATM

operating models

• Enables stakeholders to adopt solutions that can

enhance operational efficiency, increase capacity

and global interoperability, and facilitate dialogue

on region-wide collaborative approaches

Importance of Institute to Singapore
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• Contributes significantly to Aviation thrust of

SUTD’s strategic growth plan

• Embraces SUTD’s bold advocacy for design

innovation to tackle practical problems in the Aviation
policy domain from a system design perspective

and leverage the computational tools of data

analytics, optimisation and reinforcement

learning

• Complements and enhances SUTD's aviation focus

in research and education, and offers students a

macro view of the aviation system, and a deeper

understanding of its value creation to stakeholders

Importance of Institute to Education
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Research Agenda and Focus Area
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Faculty Members
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Develop automated tool for constructing the 
airport connectivity graph and analysing it 

for centrality 

Airport Connectivity

Develop optimization model and conduct 
simulations to support airport slot allocation 

process

Airfield Management & Economics

Build analytical model of ASEAN airspace 
with current airline flights to hypothetically 

discover when and where bottlenecks arise

Network Capacity

Identify, quantify and examine network-wide 
benefits of information sharing in the 

ASEAN context

Information Sharing
Conduct policy studies focusing on 

convergent, interdisciplinary research and 
education in aviation systems

Emerging Policy Issues

Translate tools, techniques and expertise 

into practical applications

Translational Research

Summary of ASI Research Projects



▪ What makes one 
hub more 
“central” than 
another?
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Airport Connectivity



▪ How best to estimate and 
allocate slot capacity?
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Airfield Management and Economics
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Information Sharing

A network 
simulation 
model

ATFM prescriptions
(without SWIM) 

ATFM 
prescriptions
(with SWIM)

Delays
(with SWIM)

Delays
(without SWIM)

A stylized 
queuing 
control model

Data analysis

▪ A network simulation model for 

yielding delay estimates for the ground 

delay prescriptions in SWIM and non-

SWIM settings

▪ A stylized model for deriving ground 

delay prescriptions in the presence 

of SWIM infrastructure
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How to quantify the 
benefits of information 
sharing through SWIM?



▪ Where are the ‘pinchpoints’ in the ASEAN aviation network?

Network Capacity
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Emerging Policy Issues

• Simulation models of drone traffic

• Collaboration with: Peter Ortner, SUTD ASD

• Noise pollution from drone delivery

Comparison: noise simulation from direct drone flight paths (left) v.s. corridor-based drone flight paths 
(right) 

Model of flight path scenarios 
(Glasgow)
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What will be the impacts 
of high-volume drone 
delivery services?



Translational Research
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How to deliver aviation 
analytics to multiple 
stakeholders?



Thank you
A BETTER WORLD BY DESIGN


